
Use Insight.
Use Insight to Avoid Crossovers.

In this drill you will practice using Insight statements 
to share information. 

Find paper, pencils, and a comfortable spot to sit 
together. To begin, each write 10 sentences begin-
ning with the word “you.” For example, “You were late 
picking the kids up” or, “You like to eat healthy food.” 
As you’re writing, ask yourself who the focus is on 
you or your spouse? “You” statements like these are 
all Crossovers.

Now, take turns translating your Crossovers into 
Insights. Use the three formulas below to create a 
new version of each statemtent -- a version that is 
focused on sharing information about yourself.

HINT: Keep the focus on your own preferences. For 
example, “I would like to be sure that the kids are 
picked up on time” or, “I feel hungry when salad is all 
we have for dinner.” “I would like you to pick up the 
kids” is still a Crossover because it tells your spouse 
what to do!

Crossover: 
 You need to be more responsible about getting your chores 
done.

Insight with I would like to:
I would like to be able to relax in the house on Sunday morn-
ing knowing all the chores have been completed.

Insight with I feel:
 I feel overwhelmed and a bit annoyed when I see clothes 
sitting in the dryer several days in a row.

Insight with when you ____I____:
When you go to sleep without making the kids lunches, I end 
up staying up late to do them and then I’m exhausted the 
next morning.

1. Find pencil paper and a comfortable place to      
 sit.

2. Write 10 sentences beginning with the word   
 “you”.  for example: “You were late picking up   
 the kids”.

3. Use one of the 3 “Insight Versions” at the left    
 to create a new version of each sentence.    
 Repeat this drill back and forth until you have   
 translated all 10 of your Crossovers into Insights.

4. When you’re done, ask each other how the Insight  
 statements you made differ from the Crossovers on  
 your paper. How does using Insight build informa- 
 tion flow?

Dialogue Examples: Instructions:


